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Abstract

When running a set of test vectors to detect path de�
lay faults in a digital system� desired test frequencies
are needed� In this paper we determine the guaran�
teed failure frequency �GFF� and the guaranteed working
frequency �GWF� for a given set of test vectors used
for path delay testing of a sequential circuit� If the
circuit passes the test when the vectors are applied at
GFF� then all paths activated by those vectors are guar�
anteed to be free from delay faults provided the clock
frequency does not exceed the GWF� Ambiguity cancel�
lation and minmax�delay or statistical�delay modeling
techniques are used in a timing simulation system to
determine GFF and GWF� Experiments show that by
using the guaranteed failure frequency� we can obtain the
best �most reliable� path delay fault coverage provided by
the given test vectors�

� Introduction

Failures causing logic circuits to malfunction at desired
clock rates are called delay faults or AC faults ���� ����
There are several delay fault models� including gate de�
lay� path delay� and transition delay� A path delay fault
is referred to as the inability of a given path to propa�
gate signal changes within the system clock window�

Information on existing delay test techniques and ca�
pabilities may be found in the literature ��� �� ��� ����
Computation of appropriate clock frequencies for path
delay fault testing in combinational and sequential cir�
cuits is crucial for its adoption as an acceptable screen�
ing vehicle� In a recent paper ��� a de�nition of the
guaranteed failure frequency 
GFF� for path delay test
application was given�

�This work was supported in part by Lucent Technologies�

In this paper� we provide experimental evidence that
a properly chosen test frequency will most likely result
in the achievement of a nearly optimal delay fault cov�
erage that is possible with the given test vectors� while
maintaining a close to maximum manufacturing prod�
uct yield�

The guaranteed failure frequency �GFF� is the lowest
clock frequency above which the circuit is guaranteed to
fail when a delay fault exists on any path that is testable
by the given vectors�

We have implemented a selective hazard suppression
technique for the calculation of such frequency� Tim�
ing simulation is used to achieve this frequency� The
method employs ambiguity delay simulation techniques
to implement event cancellation for hazard suppression�
Also� the minmax or statistical information on delays is
used�

The guaranteed working frequency �GWF� is the high�
est operating frequency below which the circuit operation
is guaranteed to be error�free with respect to all paths
tested by the given test vectors applied at the GFF�

Delay faults that might potentially exist in the circuit
will not disturb its logic function at low clock rate� By
de�nition� a �grey� window exists between the frequen�
cies GWF and GFF	 in this region not all targeted path
delay faults are detectable� and the circuit can poten�
tially fail in operation even after it has passed the tests�
If all tests are robust� then the two frequencies will be
identical� However� in general� some paths are only non�
robustly tested� The GWF� in that situation� should be
suitably lowered for a guaranteed correct operation�

Suppose� a two�pattern delay test is applied to the
circuit shown in Fig� �� Assuming that each gate has a
propagation delay of � unit� the output response expe�
riences a dynamic hazard� details of which are shown in
Fig� �� Notice that for all output strobes at clock fre�
quencies greater than GFF the test will de�nitely show
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Figure �	 A possible circuit response to a delay test

a failure� At frequencies below GWF the test will pro�
duce a correct output� At frequencies between GFF and
GWF the test result may be ambiguous because of the
hazard� For a hazard�free test GFF and GWF will be
arbitrarily close� Notice also that the transition at time
t � � is produced by the shortest path� The transition
at time t � � is produced by the longest path� Accurate
determination of GFF and GWF can be performed by
a timing simulator�
In general� gate�delays cannot be assumed to be �xed�

They vary from circuit to circuit due to variations in the
manufacturing process� Some common ways of model�
ing delays are	

� Nominal delays � Each gate is assumed to have
lumped rise and fall delays� computed from tran�
sistor and gate loading characteristics�

� Minmax delays � Minimum and maximum delays
are estimated for each gate from device character�
istics and process variation data�

� Statistical delays � The delay for each gate is esti�
mated as a statistical variable with mean 
�� and
standard deviation 
���

Techniques exist for the simulation of any of the above
types of delays� For our experiments� we use unit�delay�
minmax�delay� and statistical�delay� In the two latter
cases� the simulator produces an ambiguity region in
place of the detailed transient waveform as shown be�
tween time units � and � in Fig� �� The gap between
GFF and GWF occurs due to the ambiguity region in
which dynamic or static hazards can be expected� Our
studies show that an imprecise evaluation of frequencies
GFF and GWF will either over�optimize the product
yield 
by overriding some detectable delay faults�� or
make the testing results too pessimistic 
by not taking
credit for some of the detectable faults�� A digital simu�
lation system that supports ambiguous delay modeling
is used in our experiments�
Bose et al� �� propose an event cancellation algorithm

to suppress hazards for the purpose of estimating the
failure frequency from maximal path delay variations�
We improve that method by adding the two techniques
mentioned earlier	 the common ambiguity cancellation
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Figure �	 Output response of the circuit of Fig� � with
unit�delay gates
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Figure �	 S�� circuit diagram

technique and the minmax or statistical timing speci�
�cation technique� We use capacitance and driver de�
lay information to calculate the real circuit library cell
delays� This cell delay database and the above im�
plemented techniques constitute the needed data and
methodology for determining the GFF and GWF fre�
quencies�

� Illustrative Example� S��

Consider the ISCAS��� benchmark circuit ���� S���
shown in Fig� �� Physical paths can be categorized into
four distinct classes	
Primary inputs to primary outputs 
PIs to POs�
Primary inputs to latch inputs 
PIs to QIs�
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Figure �	 Typical waveforms for S with deterministic vectors

Latch outputs to primary outputs 
QOs to POs�
Latch outputs to latch inputs 
QOs to QIs�
These categories are referred to as A� B� C� and D� re�
spectively� For S�� we have the following	

PIs	 G�� G�� G�� G�
POs	 G��
QIs	 G���� G��� G�� QOs	 G� G�� G�

Examples of paths�
Category A	 G� � G��� G� � G��� G�� G���
G��
Category B	 G� � G�� � G�� � G
Category C	 G � G�� � G��
Category D	 G � G�� � G�� � G

Traditional path delay analysis requires the evalua�
tion of the longest physical path in order to determine
the GWF� Since� not all physical paths are functional�
ideally� the GWF should be selected from the set of all
functionally sensitizable paths� The longest functionally
sensitizable path is sometimes referred to as the critical
path� Every functionally sensitizable path needs to be
tested for both slow to rise 
STR� and slow to fall 
STF�
signal transitions� The propagation delays for these two
events are normally di�erent� In our analysis� we will

obtain GFF and GWF only for the longest path that is
sensitized by the given test vectors�

For S�� we use two types of test vectors	 a determin�
istic test set and a randomly generated set of vectors
with �� input signal probabilities�� The deterministic
vectors were obtained from a sequential circuit test gen�
eration program� Gentest ��� ���

Fig� � shows portions of timing waveforms that re�
sulted from the application of the set of deterministic
vectors to S��� This result was obtained by a timing
simulation program� ATTSIM ���� Simulation was done
in the minmax�delay mode ���� using the ����micron
CMOS library of Lucent Technologies� Vectors are ap�
plied to primary inputs at the rising edge of the clock
signal 
C�� Primary output 
G��� and �ip��op signals

G� G� and G�� are shown in Fig� �� The shaded por�
tions are the ambiguity regions in which possible tran�
sients might occur� When the clock period decreases
below ���� ns some unknown signals appear� These are
shown as values half�way between �high� 
logic �� and
�low� 
logic �� values� The �rst mismatch at the pri�
mary output occurs on vector number ��� and is caused
by an incorrect value in G�� Thus� GWF corresponds
to a clock period of ���� ns�

�The signal probability of a line is the probability that the line

will carry a value ��
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Figure 	 Simulation output analysis for determining
GWF and GFF

The procedure for determining GWF and GFF is il�
lustrated in Fig� � This procedure �rst requires a zero�
delay simulation� All combinational gates are assumed
to have zero�delay and �ip��ops are synchronously
clocked with a non�zero period� Vectors are applied at
the beginning of each clock period 
instants shown as
V in Fig� � and primary outputs are strobed just be�
fore the end of the period 
instants S�� Since the gates
have no delay� irrespective of the clock frequency� cor�
rect logic values are obtained for all signals�

Next� the simulation is repeated using the selected
timing mode 
minmax�delay for the present example��
Starting from a large clock period� where the results
match with the zero�delay output� we repeat the sim�
ulation successively reducing the clock period until a
mismatch occurs� In general for the timing mode� the
logic transitions have the ambiguity regions 
shown as
shaded area in Fig� �� Since we are reducing the clock
period from a large value� the �rst failure occurs due
the longest delay path that is sensitized by the vectors�
This period corresponds to GWF� For the failing out�
put� if we subtract the width of the ambiguity region
from the clock period� we get the period of GFF� If the
circuit has multiple outputs� notice that the GFF is the
test frequency for that speci�c output where the failure
is observed� The GWF� of course� is a valid operating
frequencies for all outputs of the circuit�

Table � shows the measured values for GFF and GWF
for S�� using both deterministic and ����� random vec�
tors� Notice that the table entries are actually clock
periods and not clock frequencies� Obviously� the re�

Table �	 Clock periods for GFF and GWF for S��

Vectors GFF 
ns� GWF 
ns� Failing Vector
Determin� ��� ���� �����
Random ���� ���� �������

sults are only as good as the patterns being supplied� A
�good� set of patterns should exercise all critical paths�
If some critical paths are missed the results cannot be
considered reliable� In general� the computed GFF and
GWF are functions of test vectors� the component de�
lays� and the circuit topology�
It is evident that random vectors tested longer paths

in this case� Perhaps more vectors in the random set

����� versus ��� may have provided greater opportu�
nity to activate some longer paths� In fact� none of
vector sets actually targeted any paths� speci�cally�

� GFF and GWF Evaluation

Our evaluation of GFF and GWF is based upon Lucent
Technologies� ATTSIM �� ���� mixed�mode 
analog and
digital� timing simulation system� The simulator was
used in unit�delay� minmax�delay and statistical�delay
modes� in addition to the zero�delay simulation� The
circuits were modeled using the ����micron CMOS li�
brary of Lucent� The simulator extracts the minimum

dmin� and maximum 
dmax� delays for all gates� Sim�
ulation algorithms for the minmax�delay mode are de�
scribed by Bierbauer et al� ����
In the statistical�delay mode� each gate is modeled

with a Gaussian gate�delay distribution for which the
mean 
�� and standard deviation 
�� are obtained from
the minmax�delay parameters� as follows	

� � ��
dmin � dmax�

� � 
dmax � dmin���

The simulator computes logic values for signals using
an event�driven procedure� In addition� a signal is also
characterized by its event�time distribution� When an
event 
signal change� at an input of a gate causes a
change at the output� the event�time distribution for the
output is obtained as the convolution of the input event�
time distribution and the gate�delay distribution of the
gate ���� The statistical�delay simulation in ATTSIM
is referred to as the K � � delay simulation� The user
can specify any value of K� which is used to multiply
the standard deviations of all gates� In our analysis� we
used K � ��
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INPUTS�

� Circuit netlist

� Vectors

� Delay option � unit�delay� minmax� or K��

� Technology speci�cation � e�g�� ���� CMOS

ALGORITHM�

�� Run zero�delay simulation and save results in
database ZDT

�� Select a low clock frequency and run timing simula�
tion� comparing primary output values with ZDT�
If a mismatch occurs� lower the clock frequency un�
til output agree with ZDT�

�� Reduce clock period in steps of � ns until a failure
occurs�

�� Simulate repeatedly to determine the largest clock
period with a ��� ns accuracy at which a failure
occurs� This period corresponds to the GWF�

� Postprocess the output waveform at the failing pri�
mary output for the vector�pair producing the er�
ror� Determine the period of GFF according to
Fig� �

Figure �	 Algorithm for GFF and GWF determination

ATTSIM also takes common ambiguity into account
by subtracting the �over pessimistic� contribution of
signals originating at the same source� Common am�
biguity cancellation is an important phase in predicting
more realistic performance speeds� This is an improve�
ment over alternative algorithms �����

The overall procedure for determining GFF and GWF
is given in Fig� �� The circuit netlist is provided in
EDIF� The timing accuracy 
time�step for signal evalua�
tion� of ��� ns was used� This is the default in ATTSIM
and can be changed to be as small as ���� ns� The
postprocessing required for GFF is accomplished by an
output display and analysis tool 
ODAN� provided by
the simulator ����

The procedure of Fig� � was implemented in a shell
script to automatically execute the simulator and also
to postprocess the results� A Perl program was used to
generate the command �les during the repeated execu�
tions of the simulator�

� Experimental Results

Table � gives the results for several ISCAS��� bench�
mark circuits� All circuits were operated in synchronous
clocked sequential mode� Columns � and � show the
number of vectors produced by Gentest ��� �� and the
stuck�at fault coverage� Untestable faults� if present�
were counted as undetected� Thus� the actual fault ef�
�ciencies of these vectors are higher than the coverages
shown�

The remaining columns give the values of GFF and
GWF determined from unit�delay� minmax�delay and
� � � statistical�delay simulations� respectively� Unit�
delay frequencies are higher� but it represents a �cti�
tious case� The other two delay models give lower test

GFF� and operating 
GWF� frequencies� with � � �
delay model being more pessimistic�

At the time this work was done� path delay tests were
not available� We hope to analyze such vectors in the
future� One would expect that delay tests will activate
longer� ideally the longest� paths and will produce lower
GFF and GWF�

� Conclusion

GFF and GWF are important parameters in determin�
ing the circuit performance� For at�speed testing� one
must determine the test clock rate� An ideal delay test
for the critical 
longest� path should only activate that
path and should not activate any other shorter path�
For such a test� the test frequency 
GFF� and operat�
ing frequency 
GWF� can be identical� When the test
is not robust� it activates other shorter paths� This test
can be robust for some shorter path� We then increase
the test frequency 
GFF� to actually measure the fail�
ure of that shorter path� In other words� the at�speed
test should rely on testing only those paths that are ro�
bustly tested by the given vectors� If these paths are
shorter than the critical paths� we must elevate the test
frequency�

The K � � delay model leads to the most realistic
performance values� GFF and GWF are� in general�
functions of the given test vectors� the circuit topology�
and the component delays� It is of utmost importance
to have good set of test patterns before these frequencies
could be reasonably sized� Good test patterns need to
be able to exercise all critical paths in the circuit�

It should be pointed out that the GFF and GWF com�
puted through our experiments only cover delay faults
that follow the statistical distribution given by the cell
library� The cell library delay values only re�ect a nor�
mal manufacturing process� Obviously� catastrophic de�
fects are not part of this assessment�
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Table �	 GFF and GWF for ISCAS��� benchmark circuits

Number Fault Unit Delay Minmax Delay �� � Delay
Circuit of cov� GFF GWF GFF GWF GFF GWF

vectors � MHz MHz MHz MHz MHz MHz
S�� �� ���� ��� �� �� �� ��� ���
S��� ��� ���� ��� �� ��  �� �
S��� ��� ���� �� � �� �� �� �
S��� ��� ���� �� �� �� �� �� �
S�� ��� ��� ��� ��� �� �� �� ��
S��� ��� ���� ��  �� �� �� ��
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